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1. INTRODUCTION 
Several authors formulated criteria for the unitary equivalence of a pair 
of self-adjoint operators which act in an abstract Hilbert space. In particular, 
Friedrichs [B.l] [B.2], Lax-Phillips [B.12], Kato [B.14], and Kuroda [B.13] 
formulated such criteria and verified them for specific classes of operators. 
The Friedrichs criterion was extended in this recent book, [B.20], by 
J. Schwartz [B.8], by Faddeev [B.lO], and elsewhere [BS] [B.6]. In formu- 
lating this criterion an appropriate norm was introduced for the difference 
of these operators. Such a norm was called a gentleness norm, and it was em- 
phasized that it is not unique. In fact in [B.20.b] two different norms are given. 
In this paper we propose a criterion which is modeled after the gentleness 
criterion. Most likely it is an extension of it, although all that we have been 
able to show is that the two gentleness norms of [B.20.b] define norms which 
are appropriate for our conditions. In view of this fact and of the fact that 
our criteria also can be applied to parts of the given pairs of operators, we 
call them partial gentleness condition. 
To be more specific, let (A, , A,) be a given pair of self-adjoint operators 
acting in the abstract Hilbert space 5. It is convenient to introduce their 
restriction to their eigenspace over the given bounded interval J. We call 
these restrictions the parts over 9 and denote them by (A,(9), A,($)). We 
shall refer to A,,(Y) as the unperturbed operator and to A,(Y) as the perturbed 
operator. In Section 2 we assume that A,(9) is absolutely continuous and 
give a criterion on the pair of operators (A,(9), A,(9)) which ensures that 
A,(9) is also absolutely continuous. This criterion is formulated in Lemma 
2.1, and it consists of two parts. We call the first part the partial gentleness 
condition and the other one the additional condition. This additional Con- 
dition A.9 is implied, for example, by the smallness of the perturbation. 
In order to verify Condition A.3 for specific pairs of operators it is con- 
* This research was supported by the National Science Foundation, under ‘grant 
GP-5707. 
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venient to assume that it is violated and derive abstract consequences of this 
assumption. This is done in the two basic lemmas of Section 3. In these 
lemmas we show that if Condition A.9 is violated then the perturbed opera- 
tor A, admits an eigenfunctional, which belongs to a particular class of 
functionals. In Section 4 we make slightly more restrictive assumptions than 
in Lemma 2.1. Then in a subsection (a) we give an intertwining transforma- 
tion U,(9) for the perturbed operator A,(Y). That is to say U,(9) inter- 
twines A,(Y) in 5 and the multiplication operator M acting in an appro- 
priate 8,(X, ‘u) space. This is done in Theorem 4.1. Finally in subsection (b) 
we discribe the range of this intertwining transformation. We show in 
particular, that if the unperturbed operator A,,(X) admits an intertwining 
transformation U,(9) which maps $ onto all of &(4, ‘u) then so does U,(X). 
This is the statement of the main Theorem 4.2. Clearly this implies that the 
pair (A,(Y), A,(9)) is unitarily equivalent. Such a transformation U,(X) was 
called a spectral transformation of the operator A,(9). Note that it is not 
unique and for Holder-gentle perturbations the Friedrichs construction 
and ours give the same result. 
At present we do not try to verify the abstract criteria of Theorem 4.2 
for specific operators. It was illustrated elsewhere [B.6] [B.16] that for a 
class of potential-perturbations of the Laplacian such criteria hold. This 
question will be taken up again in the forthcoming second part of this paper. 
In conclusion let us remark that in the works of Friedrichs [B.20], J. 
Schwartz [B.8], and Kato [B.14], the more general question of similarity for 
possibly nonself-adjoint operators is considered. 
After this paper was completed, R. H. Krohn informed the author that 
for small perturbations he obtained similar results using different arguments. 
The author is indebted for this information for it lead to a more general 
proof of Lemma 4.4. 
It is a pleasure to thank professors McCarthy, Gil de Lamadrid, and 
1Veinberger for their interest. 
2. A PARTIAL GENTLENESS CONDITION 
We start this section by reviewing some general operator-theoretic facts. 
Let the operator A act in an abstract Hilbert space $ and assume that A 
is strictly self-adjoint’ on the given set D(A). Let 9 be a bounded interval 
and let E(9) denote the spectral projector of A over the interval 4. It is a 
general operator theoretic fact this projector can be expressed with the aid 
1 To emphasize the difference between operators which are Hermitian symmetric 
and self-adjoint in the strict mathematical sense, we speak about formally and strictly 
self-adjoint operators. 
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of R(c) = (5 - A)-l. Specifically for each pair of vectors (f, g) in 5 x 5, 
we have [B.21.m] 
provided that the endpoints of 9 are not point eigenvalues of A. Note that 
some authors define the resolvent to be (A - [)-’ and accordingly there is an 
additional minus sign in this formula. 
Suppose that the space 5 has a dense subset G with the following property: 
For each pair of vectors (f, g) in 6 x 6 and for any Jixed 5 in 3 the limit 
{(f> R(5)g)C = ~~~o{(f~ R(5 - ic)g) - (f, R(5 - ie)g)} [*] 
exists. Furthermore the right member is uniformly bounded in l and f in 9. 
Clearly the left member is an integrable scalar function of the variable 4. 
Remembering the Lebesgue theorem on dominated convergence [B.21.h], 
we see that property [*] 11 a ows us to interchange the order of integrating 
and taking limits in the loop integral formula (2.1). Hence we arrive at 
(f, E($,g)) =&I9 {(f, R(t)g}? d[ on G x G. (249 
We claim that this equation can be extended to an arbitrary Bore1 subset a 
of J. For, the spectral projectors of a strictly self-adjoint operator are 
countably additive [B.21.k] and so is the integral of an integrable function 
[B.21.j]. Hence this equation holds on any open or closed subset of 9. We 
know that the Lebesgue measure is regular [B.21.e] and that the intergal is 
an absolutely continuous set function [B.21.c]. These facts together show 
that for any Bore1 subset a of 9, 
(fyE(@g) = -$$ /,{(A W)g}? dt on 6 x 6. (24, 
Halmos [B.19] and Kato [A.31 introduced the set of vectors {f} with the 
property that, denoting the Lebesgue measure of the Bore1 set g by X(&Y), we 
have 
A(@ = 0 implies (f,E(@f) =a 
They showed that this set is a closed subspace of $ which reduces the opera- 
tor A, and they called the restriction of A to this subspace the absolutely 
continuous part of A. In analogy with this terminology we call the restriction 
of A to E(4) 5, the part of A over X and denote it by A(X). 
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Now from Eq. (2.2)# it is easy to see that the operator A(Y) is absolutely 
continuous. For, let X(93) denote the Lebesgue measure of the Bore1 subset 
9 of 9, and assume X(g) = 0. Then according to Eq. (2.2)g, E(g) is zero 
on 6, since 6 is dense in all of 5. Since the set of absolutely continuous 
vectors is closed this yields Z?(g) = 0. Thus property [*] is su#icient for the 
absoZute continuity of A(9). Actually it is also necessary, and this follows 
from the spectral representation theorem [B.2l.n]. Since we shall not use 
this fact we do not prove it. 
Next suppose that instead of the single operator A a pair of operators 
(A, , A,) is given. Furthermore together with A,, a set G, is given such that 
for A, property [*] holds with reference to 6. Our aim is to formulate con- 
ditions on A, which ensure that property [*] also holds for A, with reference 
to the same set 6. 
In order to formulate such conditions we start with a digression on abstract 
sesquilinear forms. Accordingly let b be an abstract Banach space and [F] 
a form on 9 x b which is conjugate linear in the first argument and linear 
in the second argument, in short sesquilinear. We denote the value of this 
form for the pair of vectors (f, g) by [F]( f, g). In analogy to the notion of 
the norm of an operator, we define the norm of a form by setting 
In analogy to weak convergence of a family of operators, we say that the 
family of forms [F(e)] converges weakly to the form [F(O)], if for every f and 
g in 93 
Clearly if [F(E)] is a weak Cauchy sequence and the corresponding norms 
I] [F(r)] ]I remain bounded independently of 6, then this sequence has a 
weak limit. 
Next let A be an operator on 8 and define [F] A, the product of the form 
[F] and the operator A, to be the form determined by 
PI 4f, A9 = Pl (fP 4) (2.3) 
Note that the order of the factors in this product is essential. In fact, we do 
not even define the product A[F]. In case 93 is a Hilbert space and the form [F] 
corresponds to the proper operator F, in the sense that, 
PI (h g> = (f,WT 
then clearly 
[Fj A = [FA]. 
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Concerning the product of forms and operators, we shall make use of a simple 
proposition: if the family of forms [F(r)] is bounded in norm and converges 
weakly to F(0) and if the family of operators A(E) converges strongly to A(O), 
then [F(C)] A(E) converges strongly to [F(O)] A(0). Note however, that the 
product [F(C)] A(E) may converge weakly to [F(O)] A(0) even if A(e) does 
not converge strongly. 
So far the Banach space B was independent of $5, the Hilbert space in 
which our operators are defined. Now we impose our first requirement, 
namely, that both 8 and 5 can be embedded in a metric space !J.JI in such a 
manner that 23 n Js1 is dense in each of’the spaces 23 and 9. In view of this 
fact an arbitrary bounded operator A on .$ determines a densely defined form 
on 23 x 233; namely, the form 
L%(f, d = L%(f, .d = (f, Ag) on (B fJ a) x (b n a). 
If this form is bounded with reference to the B norm, we denote its closure 
by the same symbol [A], , and say that the operator A on & determines a 
bounded form on 93 x 8. Note that the boundedness of the form [A]$ 
with reference to the $%norm does not imply and is not implied by the bound- 
edness of the form [A]% with reference to the !&norm. In fact it is possible 
that an unbounded operator A defined on an appropriate dense subset of 3 
determines a bounded form [A], defined on all of b x 8. 
After this digression we return to our original purpose; namely, to for- 
mulate conditions on a given pair of self-adjoint operators, (A,, A,), which 
imply the existence of a dense set 6 such that property [*] holds on 6 x 6 
for each of the operators, They read as follows: 
CONDITION 1.9. For every [ in the interval Y and for every E > 0, the 
two families of operators R,([ f it- on 8 determine bounded forms on 23 x 8. ) 
These forms, [R& f )I ic B , converge weakly as E converges to zero from above 
and their norms remain bounded uniformly in E and [ in 9. 
CONDITION 11.9. To every f in 9 and E > 0, there are bounded operators 
Qa([ f ie), such that 
[R&T f i+lB = [R&t f ie>la 8~45 f 4. (2.4) 
These operators converge strongly on all of 8, as l converges to zero from above, 
and their norms remain bounded, uniformly in E and 8 in 9. 
Remembering the proposition in a previous paragraph, we see that if the 
pair of operators (A, , A,) satisfies these conditions, then property [*] holds 
for each of them with reference to the same set, 6 = 8 n 33. 
Thus we have found conditions which imply property [*I. In order to 
verify these conditions for specific classes of operators, it is convenient to 
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specialize them. First we assume that the intersection of the domains of the 
strictly self-adjoint operators A, and A, is dense in $5, and we set, 
V = A, -- A, on Wll) n %u (2.5) 
Note that the intersection of two dense sets may be empty and so this con- 
dition is by no means void. Since D(A,) n D(A,) is dense in 43 it is also dense 
in ‘93. Next we assume that the operator V is continuous with reference to the 
‘9X metric and we denote its closure again by I’. Finally we assume that for 
c#O 
and that this operator is bounded with reference to the d-norm. We denote 
the closure of this operator by (VR,(.$ f k))B , and for brevity we refer to 
these assumptions by saying that V&(6 & k) determine bounded operators 
on B. In this case the operators QB(f f k) which appear in Condition I.9 
can be expressed with the aid of (k’&,(.$ f ie 8 under general circumstances. )) 
To specify such circumstances we formulate: 
CONDITION 111.3. For each 5‘ in the interval 9 and E # 0, the operators 
R,,(t &- k) and R,([ f ie) on $j determine bounded forms on B x 23. The 
operators VR,(t rt k) determine bounded operators on 8, (VR,,(f f ic))a . 
These forms and operators satisfy the second resolve& equation 
ME f i4la - [R&T f i4la = PG(5 f da (V&(5 f i~)h . (2.6) 
CONDITION IV.9. For each E > 0, and 5 in the interval I, the 
two families of operators (1 - VR,,([ f ic))lB are invertible. The inverses, 
(1 - VR,,(t f ie)g”, converge strongly on all of 8, as E converges to zero from 
above, and their norms remain bounded, umformly in. E and 5 in 9. 
We maintain that if the pair of operators (A,, A,) satisfy these two con- 
ditions then they also satisfy Condition 11.X. For, in this case, by assumption 
(1 - VR,(f & i~))~ is invertible. That is it admits a bounded inverse defined 
on all of 8. Insertion of this fact in (2.6) yields 
Hence setting 
we see from Condition IV.9 the validity of Condition 11.4. 
Note that Conditions III.4 and IV.9 overlap inasmuch as both of them 
requires that the operators VR,([ f k) d e ermine bounded operators on 8. t 
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We observe that if each of the operators A, and A, are strictly self-adjoint 
on the same set 9 then Conditions I.9 and IV.9 imply Condition 111.3, 
For, in this case, according to general considerations (e.g., [B.15]), for 
E # 0, the operators VR,(f f ;G) are bounded on 8. Furthermore the ope- 
rators 1 - I’&,(~ f i<) are invertible on 8 and 
R,(f + k) = R,( f f ic) (1 - U?,(f f ie))-1. 
This implies 
R,@ + 2-e) - R&f f ie) = R,(f & i’) - v * R& f ie) on $5. 
Since b n 8 is dense in 8 these equations together with Conditions 1.3 
and IV.9 imply Condition 111.3. This establishes the validity of the observa- 
tion. In particular such a situation arises if the operator V is A, compact, or 
for some complex number 5, 
Fof, in this case the operators A, and A, are strictly self-adjoint on the same 
set (e.g., [B.15]). 
Finally we specialize Condition IV.9 further. To do this, we make use 
of the following general operator theoretic fact: if a sequence of invertible 
operators converges strongly and the norms of the inverses remain uniformly 
bounded, then the sequence of inverses also converges. In particular this is 
the case if the operators converge in norm and the limit operator is invertible. 
Thus Condition IV.3 is implied by the following: 
CONDITION V.9. For each [ in the interval .% the two families of operators 
(VR,([ + k))% converge in norm. That is there are operators (VR,,([ k))s , 
such that 
Furthermore, this convergence is uniform in 4 E 9 and the limit operators 
(VR,([ -J-t))8 depend continuously on 5 E 1. 
CONDITION A.9. For each t in 9 the limit operates 1 - (I%,,(( -J-t))% 
are invertible. 
As mentioned before the introduction of such a pair of Banach spaces is 
modeled after the gentleness condition of Friedrichs [B.20]. The gentleness 
condition is stated with reference to an appropriate norm, which is assigned 
to the perturbation. There are several requirements on a gentleness norm. 
The key one is that after introducing an additional condition the basic 
equation of Friedrichs [B.20.a] admit a solution with finite gentleness norm. 
409/17/3-4 
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This additional condition [B.20.c] corresponds to our additional Condition 
A.9. 
In view of this connection between the gentleness norm and the spaces % 
which appears in our conditions, we say that the pair of operators (A, , Ai) 
is gentle over .Y if the following holds: there is a Banach space b such that 
Conditions 1.9, 111.9, and V.9 are valid. Note that in the original gentleness 
condition of Friedrichs [B. 191 such a bounded interval 4 does not appear. 
In his examples our conditions hold over every bounded interval 9. For 
brevity we also refer to the gentleness condition over 9, as a partial gentleness 
condition. 
Finally let us summarize our statements. Remembering that Conditions 
V.9, A.9, and III.9 imply Condition II.3 and this together with Condi- 
tion I.9 implies property [*I, we arrive at: 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that the pair of operators (A,, , A,) is gentle over the 
interval 4, that is, it satisjes Conditions I.9, III.9, and V.9. Suppose further 
that Condition A.4 holds. Then, A,(f), the part of A, over the interval 9 is 
absolutely continuous. 
In conclusion let us remark that the introduction of such a Banach space 
is also related to the factorization of the perturbation, which was employed 
by J. Schwartz [B.&a] and was exploited by Kato [B.14] and Kuroda [B.13]. 
Let us also remark that if Condition 111.3 holds, then Conditions II.9 
and IVY are equivalent. For, we have seen that Conditions 111.3 and IV.3 
imply Condition 1I.Y. Now we show the converse implication. Clearly it 
suffices to show that Conditions II.9 and III.9 imply that for each E in Y 
the operators (1 - VR,(~ f ie))a are invertible and 
Q&t f id = (1 - V&(t f i4)G1. (2.8) 
To verify this equation set 5 & ie = 5 in Eq. (2.4) of Condition II.9 and 
insert it in Eq. (2.6) of Condition 11.9. This yields 
M5h QQN (1 - V&(Oh = FWIla . (2.9) 
We claim that for arbitrary bounded operator T on B 
FW)l, T = Ph implies T = 0. (2.10) 
We show this by establishing that for each f in b 
VW-N% (Tf, To = 0 implies Tf =O. 
By definition to the vector Tf there is a sequence of vectors {g,} in 8 n $ 
such that 
kz \lAf -gg,[l =0 and kz &ma (&I 9 L&d = 0. 
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Also by definition . 
Nmla kn 3 &a) = k?% 9 fwI &I)* 
Since A, is self-adjoint, 
I(&L~4l(5)&)I Q.& - II& llb2, 
and we have 
f+z II& l/$j2 = 0. 
Hence Tf = 0 in 3, which implies Tf = 0 in ?UI and Tf = 0 in b. This 
establishes relation (2.10). 
Next from relation (2.10) we derive Eq. (2.8). For, we see from relation 
(2.9) that relation (2.10) holds with 
T = 1 -Q!& (1 - wk3),)~ 
Hence 
8%3(S) (1 - w-w))24 = 1. (2.11) 
This shows that the operator (1 - V&(~))B is one to one on 8. We claim 
that the operator Qa([) is also one to one. For, suppose that for some vector f, 
Qd5) f = 0 and hence i?Wh (Q&Jf,f) = 0. 
Then according to Eq. (2.4) 
RmB (f?f 1 = 0. 
Recalling the proof of relation (2.10) we see that all that we needed was the 
self-adjoining character of A, . Applying the same argument to the operator 
A, , shows that the above equation implies f = 0. That is, the operator 
QB(<) is one to one. From this fact it is easy to see that (1 - V&,({))a is 
onto. For, multiplication of Eq. (2.11) by Qe(IJ yields 
Q&l (1 - ~fW)h Qs(5) = Q&3 
This in turn, in view of the one to one character of Qs(LJ, yields 
(1 - ~W))B Q&J = 1 on 9. 
Thus (1 - V&,(IJ), is invertible. At the same time we see the validity of 
Eq. (2.8). 
3. Two BASIC LEMMAS 
Suppose that the pair of operators (A, , A,) is gentle over the bounded 
interval 9. Then clearly Condition A.# is implied by the existence of a 
positive number 0 such that 
Fey II wo(5 4323 II G 0 -=E 1. 
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We wish to find other conditions which also imply Condition A.9 and can 
be verified for specific pairs of operators. For this purpose we first assume 
that for the operators (1 - VR,,([ -&))a , the Fredholm alternative, [B.21.j] 
holds; in particular (VR,(f j-))b are compact. Then, as is well known 
[B.2l.c], the one to one character of (1 - VR,(s &))s implies that they are 
invertible, i.e., admit bounded inverses. 
Hence in this case Condition A.9 is equivalent to the requirement that 
for each t in 9 the operators (1 - VR,,([ f))s are one to one. We call the 
point 5 exceptional if this is not the case. 
Thus in order to apply Lemma 2.1 would be desirable to give a characteri- 
zation of the exceptional points. We are not able to do this in all generality, 
nevertheless we can give some information on the exceptional points. This 
information is formulated in the two lemmas that follow. They are, essen- 
tially, an abstract version of a result of Povzner [B.3] and Ikebe [B.7]. At the 
same time they extend a lemma, which was used in connection with Holder- 
gentle perturbations by Faddeev [B.9] [B.lO] and elsewhere [B.5] [B.6]. 
We start by introducing some notations. Let a separable Hilbert space 
U be given to which we refer as the accessory space. This space can be finite 
dimensional, in particular it can be the space of complex numbers. To indi- 
cate this possibility for an arbitrary pair of vectors in % x ?I, we set 
(a, b), = d * b and (a, +I = I a 12. 
With the aid of the accessory space 2l, we define in the usual manner the 
space e,(Y, %) [B.21.d], consisting of those ‘U-valued functions which are 
square integrable with reference to the restriction of the Lebesgue measure 
to the given bounded interval 9. Let M(Y) d enote the multiplication operator 
on 13,(9, U), that is the operator, defined by 
Waf(5) = 5fc3 
Finally let U,(Y) be a transformation mapping $J into &(9, X) which inter- 
twines A,(I) and M(Y), i.e., 
7-4&f9 4w = WJ) wJ9~ (3.1) 
Note that such an intertwining transformation is not unique. In fact, we 
have great freedom to choose the accessory space 2l. 
In the proposition that follows we show that under general circumstances 
U,(S) maps 8 into continuous functions. More specifically, denoting by 
a(4, a) the space of continuous ‘%-valued functions on 9 with the maximum 
norm, we have: 
PROPOSITION. Suppose that the operator AO(Y) satisfies Condition I.9 
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and that U,(Y) is an isom-etry on E,(Y) qj which satisfies the intertwining rela- 
tion (3.1). Suppose further that there is a dense set B in 8 n 5 such that 
U,(9) 6 c q.9, a). (3.2) 
Then U,,(J) maps all of B into continuousfun&ms, i.e., 
U,(9) 23 c q3, a). (3.3) 
First we show that for any pair of vectors (f, g) in 6 x B and for fixed E 
in 9, 
w&w (f, 8 = - 27s UoWf (5) * VIV) g(5). (3.4) 
For, we see from the intertwining relation (3.1) that U,,(9) intertwines the 
operators R,(l f ie) in E,(#) and (6 f ic - M(9))-1 in 8,(4,9X). Since by 
assumption U,(Y) is an isometry on E,,(9) 5, we have 
(f, wz + @g> - (.A %(4 - id!?> 
I 
- 2i 
= / (4 - 7j2 + c2 u&?f(rl) - UC&@) g(7) 4. 
Insertion of this equation in relation (3.4) shows the validity of that relation, 
if we remember assumption (3.2) and a theorem of Fatou [B.18]. 
According to Condition I.9 the two families of sesquilinear forms, 
R&f f ic) on 8 x b, are uniformly bounded and converge for each fixed 5. 
Thus relation (3.4) can be extended to all of b x 8 and we obtain 
wumf (f9 d = - 2n-i &lV)f(5) * VP) ido. (3.4), 
Finally, setting f = g in this equation and using Condition I.3 again we see 
that for each .$ in 3, the functional 
is bounded. At the same time it follows that the bound is uniform in f. This 
establishes the proposition. 
For future reference we introduce some notations and reformulate Eq. 
(3.4),. Let v and # be two bounded VI-valued forms on b. Define the product 
of these forms, Q ) ( +, to be the sesquilinear form determined by 
Here the bar on the left merely emphasizes that the vector (cp, f) appears 
in the first argument, in which the inner product is conjugate linear. Next 
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let 5 be a fixed point in the interval 9 and let 6, denote the evaluation func- 
tional on a(Y, a) defined by 
S*f =f(S), f E (VP a). 
According to the Proposition U,,(Y) maps all of B into g(#, 2X) and hence the 
functional S,U,($) is well defined. In fact, by using these notations, relation 
(3.4), can be reformulated as 
{[I?&)]@}+- = - 2tim > < s,u&q. (3.5) 
From now on we assume that the operator A, satisfies condition (3.2), 
and formulate the first of the previously mentioned lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose that the pair of operators (A,, , A,) is gentle over the 
bounded interval 1. Suppose further that the point [ in 9 and the vector fin 23 
are such that either 
(1 - m& +h? f = 0 or (1 - VR,([ -))J= 0. (Wi 
Then 
s,u&qp= 0. (3.7) 
TO verify conclusion (3.7) we first show that for arbitraryfin 8 and 6 in J 
ImM6 mL3 (f7f) = T~IwOv)f12. (3% 
For, applying Eq. (3.5) to the pair of vectors (f, f) yields 
VWh3~~ (f,f) = - WWOV)f12. (3.9) 
Since A, is self-adjoint 
%*(S + 4 = %(t - ie) on 5, 
and remembering Condition 1.9, we see that 
Im[&(t 3~)la (f,f) =&([R$t dA3 (f,f) - MZ 3% (f9f)). 
Combining this equation with (3.9) we arrive at the validity of (3.8)+. 
Next from this equation we derive conclusion (3.7). We see from assump- 
tion (3.5)+ that the value of the sesquilinear forms [R,([ -J-)la vanish for the 
pair of vectors (( 1 - VR,(,$ &))sx p). That is 
hence 
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We claim that the formal self-adjointness of V in 5 implies that for each 
vector f in 8 and point E in 9, 
Im PC45 m3 wo(f UIif,f) = 0. (3.11)* 
For, in view of the assumption that the pair of operators (A, , A,) is gentle 
over 9, we have 
By definition to each f in B there is a sequence fn in 9 n 5 such that 
Since V is formally self-adjoint on D(A,) the right member is real and (3.1 I)+ 
follow. Insertion of Eqs. (3.11) * and (3.8)* in Eqs. (3.10)* yields the validity 
of conclusion (3.7) which completes the proof of Lemma 3.1. 
In the following lemma we show that under slightly more restrictive 
circumstances with the aid of the exceptional point .$ and vector f-one can 
define an eigenfunctional of the perturbed operator A, . Before specifying 
these circumstances note that each point 5 in 9 and vector f in 23 determine 
continuous linear functionals on 9, namely the ones I hich assign to the 
vector h the values [R,,(E j-)1% (f, h). 
LEMMA 3.2. Let the pair of operators (A,, A,) satisfy the conditions of 
Lemma 3.1. Suppose that V, is a sequence of self-adjoint operators such that 
each V,, is A,-bounded with reference to the B-norm, and 
!E II ww! zkt>>a - (v?&(5 zt)>a II = 0. (3.12) 
Suppose further that 6 is a linear dense set such that 
G C Wo) n Wd and A,G C 8. 
Then for every vector h in 6 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
Before establishing this lemma, we observe that 
A,6 C 93. 
For, we see from assumption (3.13) that 
V6 = VR,([ + k) * (5 + ie - A,) 6 C b. 
This relation together with assumption (3.13) implies (3.15). 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
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To verify conclusion (3.14) first consider the special case in which 
JQ& and E E ~(4) and &af E wG)* (3.17) 
Clearly for any vector f in $ and complex number 5 in #,A,), the spectrum 
OfA,, 
43w.)f = l;&t0f -f* 
Hence remembering that A, is formally self-adjoint on 6, for every vector 
h in G we have 
rwI123 wlhf 1 = 5v4&315 bf > - hf 1. 
It is also clear that if R,(t) f is in I)(A,) then 
(3.1% 
M511s WA = VP wmf)- W% 
In view of the simplifying assumption (3.17), Eqs. (3.18)~ and (3.19)& 
apply to the exceptional point & and vector& Adding these equations and 
making use of assumption (3.6)~ yields 
Hence conclusion (3.14) follows in this case. 
To verify conclusion (3.14) in the general case we need an additional imi- 
ting argument. We first claim that if h is a fixed vector in G and f, is a se- 
quence in 8 n $5, then 
lim llfn 119) = 0 tl- implies iz (h,f,) = 0. (3.20) 
For, we see from assumption (3.13) that for each complex number 4 in 
&%h 
Remembering Condition I.9 the validity of (3.20) follows. Hence each 
vector h in G defines a closable form on b n 5. Let (E, f > denote the closure 
of this form. That is, let 
$2 lif -fn Iia, = 0, (3.21) 
and set 
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We maintain that for each [ in 3, h in 6, and for every vector f in 8, 
l?U! ztt)ls Vdh,f) = tT&(S zk)l (hf) - <h,f). (3.18)23 
For, let fn be a sequence in 8 n 5 for which (3.21) holds. Then clearly 
Eq. (3.18)s applies to each of the vectors fn with 5 = [ f ie, E # 0. This 
yields, 
R,(t f i+j (4&f,) = (I f 4 [&(S f 4s hfn) - (h, f,). 
Letting rz tend to infinity and E tend to zero from above, (or vice versa) in 
this equation we obtain (3.18)n . 
Next we maintain that for each 6 in 4, h in 6 and vector f in B 
(3*19)2i 
For, according to assumption (3.12) each V, is self-adjoint and As-bounded. 
Hence if fn is the previous sequence of vectors, then in Eq. (3.19)$ we can 
setV=V,,f=f,,and<=~&k.Thisyields 
VW f i41, (VAf) = (h, V&d5 f i4fJ. 
Letting E tend to zero from above in this equation and remembering (3.20) 
yields 
R(E SIB V&f) = (h, (V&it fhfn). 
Then letting 71 tend to infinity in this equation we see from (3.16) that V,h 
tends to Vh. Hence the left member tends to the left member of Eq. (3.19)n . 
At the same time assumption (3.12) h s ows that this also holds for the right 
members; this establishes Eq. (3.19)n . 
Finally we apply Eqs. (3.18)B and (3.19)n to the exceptional point [ and 
vector f: Adding these equations and making use of assumption (3.6)*, 
we arrive at 
i?ds” IHIB ((4, + V> kf 1 = &Cd rt)la (kf 1. 
Clearly for an arbitrary pair of vectors (f, g) in B x B 
R,(5 zkI)la k,f > = F&GX~I (f, d- 
Hence remembering that according to assumption (3.13) 
A,, + V= A, on 6, 
Eq. (3.22) yields 
(3.22) 
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The sign in this equation depends on the sign in assumption (3.6)* . Never- 
theless, we see from Lemma 3.1 that 
Thus this equation holds with both the + and - sign, that is to say con- 
clusion (3.14) holds. This completes the proof of Lemma 3.2. 
In conclusion we emphasize that the proof of Lemma 3.1 made essential 
use of the assumption that each of the operators (A,, A,) is self-adjoint. 
This property was incidental in the proof of Lemma 3.2. In fact, according 
to Friedrichs [B.l] and J. Schwartz [B.8] the exceptional point [ and vector 
f define an eigenfunctional whether A, is self-adjoint or not. However, this 
functional need not belong to the restricted class for which Lemma 3.1 holds. 
4. A SPECTRAL TRANSFORMATION FOR THE PERTURBED OPERATOR A,(9) 
In Lemma 2.1 we formulated conditions on the pair of operators (A,(9), 
A,(Y)), which ensured that the operator A,(9) is absolutely continuous. 
Recall that one of the assumptions was Condition 1.9, and this clearly 
implies that A,(Y) is absolutely continuous. In this section we how that under 
slightly more restrictive circumstances the operator A,(Y) is unitarily equi- 
valent to A,(Y). This is implied by the Main Theorem 4.2 which gives a 
spectral transformation of A,(9). Our first restriction was already introduced 
in Section 3, where we made assumption (3.2). 
Our second restriction will be introduced in Lemma 4.3, and it is implied 
by the assumption that A, and A, are strictly self-adjoint on the same domain. 
According to the jump formula (3.5), under general circumstances, with 
the aid of an intertwining transformation one can obtain a factorization for 
the jump of the resolvent. Now it is an interesting fact that the converse of 
this statement also holds. This was recently exploited by Pincus [B.17] and 
was used implicitly elsewhere [B.6]. Such a converse statement is formulated 
in the lemma that follows. In it, as before, A(9) denotes the part of the given 
self-adjoint operator A over the interval Y. 
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose that there is a dense set 6 in 5 such that the two 
families of sesquilinear forms, [R(.$ f ic)] on 6 x 6, can be continued weakly 
onto the interval J, and that they are weakly uniformly bounded in f E J and E. 
Suppose further that for each E in 9 the jump of this form can be factored, with 
the aid of an ‘U-valued functional on 6, as 
- & WWI)” = v(5> < dt). (4.1) 
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Then the closure of the transformation U(9), defined on 6 by 
(4.2) 
is a partial isometry, which intertwines A(Y) in Sj and M(9) in !i?,(Y, VI). That 
u, 
U(9) A(4) = M(9) U(Y). (4.3) 
This lemma, like most of the other general operator theoretic facts that we 
use, is a simple consequence of the loop integral formula. To verify it we 
insert assumption (4.1) in this formula, which yields 
(f, q-q g> = s, <&3f > MO g) dl. 
This in turn, in view of definition (4.2), yields 
(f9 E(4g) = (WJ9f9 W?&Y)S 0x-l B x 6. 
Here the inner product on the left is taken in 5 and on the right in 8,(9, a). 
Since 6 is dense, this relation implies 
Jq.9) = u*(9) U(9). (4.4) 
Next let Yk be a family of subintervals of 9 and let C(9,) be the operator of 
multiplication by the characteristic function of Yk , i.e., 
Then clearly, for each K, 
wfk> = Wk> um 
u*pfJJ = u*(J) C&Y,). 
At the same time it follows that 
E(4,) = u*(9) C&R,) U(Y). 
Hence for any family of numbers, &}, 
(4*4),, 
(45) 
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For each n, let 9,,, be a partition 9, and let [k,r be the midpoints of these 
intervals, say. If these partitions tend to 9 as n tends to infinity, then clearly 
the operator in the parentheses tends to M(Y). That is 
On the other hand, according to the spectral theorem [B.21.1], 
Upon insertion of these equations in (4.5) we arrive at the validity of con- 
clusion (4.3). This establishes Lemma 4.1. In conclusion let us remark that 
if we remove the uniform boundedness condition then Eq. (4.2) defines 
an intertwining transformation for the absolutely continuous part of A(9). 
This follows from Lemma 4.1 if we make use of a theorem of Egoroff [B.21 .fJ 
Since we shall not need this fact we do not prove it. 
(a) FACTORIZATION OF THE JUMP OF THE RESOLVENT OF A,(9). In order 
to apply the abstract Lemma 4.1 to the perturbed operator A,(9) we need a 
factorization of {[R1(e)la}T. T o d escribe this factorization in more specific 
terms recall that according to the Proposition of Section 3 assumption (3.2) 
implies relation (3.3). That is Us(#) maps 23 into continuous functions. Hence 
for each in 9 the ‘U-valued functional 6&Y,(4) is defined on all of ?3. Accord- 
ing to Condition A.9 (1 - V&,(6 +))%I is a bounded operator. Thus for 
each 5 in 9 the product of this functional and this operator is defined on all 
of 9. In the following Lemma 4.2 we show that if the domains of the operators 
A, and A, are equal then {[R1([))la)+ can be factored with the aid of this 
product functional. This condition on the domains will be somewhat 
weakened in Lemma 4.3. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let each of the operators (A, , A,) be strictly self-adjoint on
the common domain 
WJ = WI). (4.6) 
Suppose that this pair is gentle over the bounded interval 9, i.e., it satisfies 
Conditions 1.4, III.fl and V.3. Suppose further that Condition A.9 holds. 
Then for each 5 in 9, 
- &ww)ld’ = yJo(4 (1 - VR,(‘i +))a’ > < 6,qp) a 
* (1 - V&)(5 +)>iF. (4.7) 
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We have seen in Section 2 that Conditions V.4 and A.3 together imply 
Condition IVY. Hence the operators (1 - U?,,([ f))b are invertible. Then 
it is clear from Condition III.3 that setting 
Q& It ic) = (1 - wl(5 It q>G1 (4.8)~ 
yields 
M5 f +B = [%(5 It ~41, Qa(l f 4. (4*9)?B 
At the same time it follows that both of these factors are continuous in E. 
Hence for the jump of this product the usual formula holds, specifically 
PuS)la~f = cwx3~f Q& +I + md5 -Ha tQs(Ex. 
Insertion of the jump formula (3.5) in the first erm on the right yields 
WWhI+ = - 2~~VU=9-) > < V-~,(J>QB(~ +I + VW -h{Qa(lN+. 
(4.10) 
We maintain that 
{Q&3‘>>: = Q&f -1 . V’W)Mt Q& +). 
For, definition (4.8)B shows that 
Q&t + + - Q&t - i4 
(4.11) 
Letting E tend to zero from above in this equation, we see from Condition 
V.9 and A.9 that the factors on the right tend to the corresponding factors 
of Eq. (4.11). This establishes Eq. (4.11), which inserted in (4.10) yields 
W~(L%>-’ = - 297~VT44 > < VW7 Qa(S +> 
+ I?&(5 ->la Q& -> W’R,(S)M-+ Qdt +b (4.12) 
Next we maintain that 
PC&! -11s Q&t -) U’&(O)& Qa(5 +) 
= - 271-i %Uo(fl) VR,(t +))B Q&I +) > -=I S,Uc@) Q&i +). (4.13) 
To verify this relation we first introduce a notation. Recall that in Section 2 
we denoted the operator V acting in 5 and its closure with reference to the 
m-norm by the same symbol. At present it is convenient to make a distinction 
and we get 
V, = A, - A, on D(4) = W%) C 8. 
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In view of assumption (4.6) the operators V&,,(e f ;c) are defined on all of 5 
and 
(J%(t f ~c)>B = V&J5 * ie) on (8 n 33). (4.14) 
Using assumption (4.6) again, it follows according general considerations 
(e.g. [B.15]), that for E # 0 the operators 1 - Vs&,([ rfI ie) are invertible. 
Furthermore, setting 
we have 
Jut f i’) = &I(5 f % Q$(f rt 4. (4.9)s 
Equation (4.14) and definitions (4.8)5 and (4.8)$ clearly imply that 
QG1([ & k) = Qgl(( f ~2) on (8 n a). (4.15) 
We do not know, whether or not this implies the equality of their inverses 
on all of (b n 5). Nevertheless, it clearly implies the dense character of the 
set 
and that 
Qa(5 f i4 = Q&t f i4 on Qg’(5 f 4 (8 n $5). 
On the other hand, according to Eqs. (4.9)s and (4.9)5j 
VU5 41 31~ Be@ f i4 = R(5 f +I, Q&t f i4 
on ail of 
(a n 9) x (a n 8). 
Equations (4.14), (4.16), and (4.17) together show that 
[WE - +a Qs(t - 4 ( W,(S f W)s Q&t + 4 
= B,(f - 4 Q&t - 3 v, . 445 f ic) Q&f + i+, 
on 
Q&t + in> (B n 8) x Q$(S + k) (r, n s). 
Since the operator A, is strictly self-adjoint, 
I?,“(( - k) = I?,(( + k), 
(4.16) 
(4.17) 
(4.18) 
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which in view of Eq. (4.9)$ yields 
(&,(f - ic) Q& - ic>)* = &(5 + ic) Q& + ic) 
This in turn, yields 
on -5. 
(%(t - ;c) Q.~j(5 - ic) J’a>* = Vs * R,(5 + ic) Q&f + ic) on 5 
if we remember that according to assumption (4.6) V, is formally self-adjoint 
on D(A,) = %(A,). 
Hence 
MS‘ - 4 Q&f - 4 I/, * R&i rrt ic) Q&t + da (f, g) 
= PW f ie)lr, (vs * &(S + ic) Q~j(t + ;c)f, Q~j(5‘ + ic)g) on B x 5. 
Upon inserting this equation in (4.18) we obtain 
M5 - i4ls Qak- - + (J%(t f +)a Q& + id (f, g) 
= R&! f 41sj V’, * R,(t + 3 Q& + 4-6 Q&t + 4 g) 
on 
Q& + i4 ($5 n 23) x Q& + ic) (53 n a). 
From this in turn, we obtain 
VW - 31s Qs(5 - ic) V’Ut zt 4)a QdE + 4 (f, g) 
= FG(5 rrt +B WW + 3s QdE + i4.L QaCi + i4 g) 
(4.19) 
on all of !I? x 8, if we remember that for each E f 0 Eqs. (4.16) and (4.14) 
hold on appropriate dense subsets of 8. Then letting E tend to zero from 
above in Eq. (4.19) and making use of the jump formula (3.5) we arrive 
at the validity of Eq. (4.13). 
NOW from this equation it is easy to derive conclusion (4.7). For, insertion 
of Eq. (4.13) in (4.12) yields 
- & WW)ls)‘- = V-W) > < VMJ? Qa(f +) 
+ VJoV) (W&t +h Q&t +) > -=c VW) Qs(S +>. (4.20) 
It is a general operator theoretic fact that if 1 - T is invertible then 
1 + T(l - T)-l = (1 - T)-? 
Upon inserting this relation in (4.20) we arrive at the validity of conclusion 
(4.7). This completes the proof of Lemma 4.2. 
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Having established this lemma, we wish to weaken assumption (4.6). This 
is done in the lemma that follows. In it we observe that, under general cir- 
cumstances, Lemma 4.2 remains valid if V can be approximated by a sequence 
of operators for which the lemma applies. More specifically, we have: 
LEMMA 4.3. Let the pair of operators (A,, , A, + V) be gentle over the 
interval 9, i.e., let Conditions I.9, 111.9, and V.$ hold. Suppose that Con- 
dition A.9 is sattijed. Suppose further that there is a sequence of operators V, , 
such that 
and each V,, sattijes the conditions of Lemma 4.2. Then for the pair of operators 
(A, , A,, + V) conclusion (4.7) holds. 
Since the operators V, satisfy the condtions of Lemma 4.2 each of the 
operators (1 - V,&,(~ f ic))B is invertible. Furthermore setting 
we have 
Q23,& & i4 = (1 - V&G f 43, 
- & {[R~.~(&d~ = h&(9) &.n(t +) > < S,&(9) QQJ,& +). (4.7)% 
Here, of course, 
R,,,([ j, k) = (8 f ic - A, - V&l. 
Since the pair of operators (A, , A, + V) is gentle over 3, each of the opera- 
tors (1 - VR,([ f k))@ is invertible and, setting 
Q&f f ic> = (1 - V&(6 f ie))‘?, 
we have 
C&(4 f ie)lt8 = [R&5 f ie)]a (1 - VR,(E f ie))Z. 
The first of these equations together with Assumption (4.21) implies, that 
for each E and 5 in 9 
Thus letting n tend to infinity in Eq. (4.7)n, we arrive at the validity of 
conclusion (4.7), under the assumptions of Lemma 4.3 and the proof is 
complete. 
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Having obtained a factorization for the jump of the perturbed resolvent, 
with the aid of the abstract Lemma 4.1 we can define an intertwining trans- 
formation for the perturbed operator A,(Y). For, it is clear, that under the 
assumptions of Lemma 4.3, the operator A,(Y) satisfies the requirements 
of Lemma 4.1 with reference to the set 6 = b n $5. Thus we arrive at the 
following: 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that the pair of operators (A,, A,) satisJies the 
conditions of Lemma 4.3; in particular, it is gentle over the bounded interval 9. 
Then the closure of the transformation dejined on 93 n X, by 
&V>f (8 = vu4 (1 - w&t +>>i?‘f (4.22) 
is a partial isometry, which intertwines A,(9) in $5 and M(9) in -I,(9, 2X). 
That is 
Ul(4 44 = M(4 &V) on 8. 
(b) THE RANGE OF U,(9). In the following lemma we show that the 
range of the intertwining transformation U,(9) of Theorem 4.1 equals the 
range of U,(9). Note that this holds without introducing any other assump- 
tion in addition to the ones of Theorem 4.1. 
LEMMA 4.4. Suppose that the pair of operators (A,(9), A,(Y)) satz$es 
the conditions of Theorem 4.1. Then 
U,(J) 9 = Ul(.q 8. (4.23) 
Let 0 be a given measurable set and let cg, denote its characteristic func- 
tion. The spectral representation Theorem [B.21.n] shows that functions 
of the form {CXC~} are dense in U,(9) 5, where 01 is an appropriate vector in 2I. 
Since U,(9) is a partial isometry, its range is closed. Hence to establish 
conclusion (4.23) it suffices to show that to each function crag in U,(Y) Jj and 
E > 0, there is a vector fc in 5, such that 
II wo - w9fc II < E. 
To verify this relation we first choose a vector f such that 
(4.24) 
Next set 
fEBnSj and II %9 - w4 f II < $. (4.25) 
P = “3 II WOV) (1 - w&f -t&i1 II, 
4”9/17/3-5 
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which is finite, since according to Condition V.9 the right member is 
continuous and we take 9 to be a closed and bounded interval. Actually 
this is the only place in the proof of Lemma4.4 where we use that( P’R,,(f +))% 
is continuous and not merely measurable. Next approximate this function 
in measure [B.21.g] by a piecewise constant function. Clearly it is no loss of 
generality to assume that the approximating function is of the form 
More specifically to each pair of positive numbers, in particular to 
there are points &r ,... &, and disjoint sets 9, ,... Y,, such that for f E ,4pi 
(4.26) 
and setting Y = &=I Ysp, we have 
A(O--BnY)<-&. 
To each point & we choose a vector fti such that 
ft, E 8 n 5 and (4.28) 
Finally with the aid of the perturbed spectral projectors, define the vector 
(4.29) 
We maintain that this vector satisfies inequality (4.24). First we show that 
For, we see from Theorem 4.1 U,(Y) intertwines the projector E,(O n Yi) 
and multiplication by the characteristic function of 0 n ~7’~ , i.e., co+ . This 
yields, for each 4 in ~7~ , 
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if we remember that the sets Y ,... Yn are disjoint. Clearly definition (4.28) 
implies 
It is also clear that inequality (4.26) implies 
Since the support of U,(Y)fE is contained in 0 r\ 9, these three equations 
together establish (4.30), provided that we take h(O) < 1, which is no loss of 
generality. Now from (4.30) we can easily derive inequality (4.24). For, we 
see from (4.25) and (4.27) that 
This inequality combined with (4.30) establishes (4.24). Since inequality 
(4.24) is equivalent to conclusion (4.23), the proof of Lemma 4.4 is complete. 
Thus the intertwining transformation U,(Y) maps $J onto all of U,,(J) $j. 
Since this is a closed subspace of !&($,a) it is a vector valued !+space 
which is associated with a family of accessory spaces {a} instead of the single 
space II. We set 
A transformation which intertwines A,(Y) and M(9) and maps sj onto 
an M-f, {Wa)) P s ace was called a spectral transformation of A,(X). Thus 
combining Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 4.4 we arrive at the following main 
theorem: 
THEOREM 4.2. Let the operator A,($) admit a spectral transformation 
U,(4) which maps 5 onto &(Y, {u)). Suppose that thepair of operators (A, , A,) 
satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 4.1. Then the closure of the transformation 
defined on 8 n $5 by 
UlWf (0 = W,(9) (1 - V&3(5 +))gf 
is a spectral transformation of A,(J). That is it maps 5 onto l&(3, {a}) and 
44 = ul*V) W4 W-9 
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Note added in proof In Section 2 we assumed that 93 n .sj is dense in both ‘H 
and sj. We maintain that it suffices to assume that 93 n $ is dense in 93 and in 
(A, - A,)$. This follows from the general considerations of Kato [A.3], Kuroda [A.61 
and Pincus [B.17]. For, according to Kato and Kuroda it is no loss of generality to 
assume that 5 contains no proper subspace which reduces both A, and A, . In other 
words we may assume that the set 
6 = U$(A,)@? n jj) is dense in !ij, 
where # ranges over the family of bounded continuous functions. Clearly, for (f, g) 
in $5 x $5, 
CRdS + id - &(5 - 41(WJf9 $W g) = / &q I l(l(v)l” dMdf, R). 
This formula shows, that if in addition (f, g) is in (b n 6) x (93 r\ $), then 
Upon insertion of conclusion (4.7) of Lemma 4.2 in this equation we obtain a factoriza- 
tion for the jump {[R,(g)]}_’ on the dense set 6 x 6. Finally a repetition of the 
arguments of Section 4 show the validity of Theorem 4.2 under the present assumption 
that b n 5 is dense in (A, - A&j. 
REMARK ON LEMMA 4.2. The proof can be simplified if we first perform all the 
algebraic manipulations for fixed l # 0, and only then take the limit with reference to E. 
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